
 

Domestic liquidity and bonds market 

Gradual refinancing of domestic debt repayments 

For the second consecutive week, the Ministry of Finance did a partial 

refinancing of domestic debt repayments. This week, the Ministry will try 

to raise proceeds in hard currency, compensating debt repayments 

scheduled for this Thursday. 

Budget supports liquidity 

Last week, budget expenditures were the main source for inflows to 

banking-sector liquidity, while outflows were mostly in cash. This week, 

cash flows will be different, causing liquidity to decline to about UAH150bn 

(US$5.4bn). 

Foreign exchange market 

Hryvnia exchange rate stabilizes 

The FX market saw minimal fluctuations with slight hryvnia appreciation 

of 0.44%. This week, we expect fluctuation within the range of UAH27.5–

28.0/US$. 
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FX market indicators (10 August 2020) 

  Last Weekly  
chg (%) 

YoY 
chg (%) 

USD/UAH 27.6003 -0.65 +9.45 

EUR/USD 1.1738 -0.55 +4.80 

DXY 93.582 +0.21 -4.01 

UAH TWI1 122.230 +1.13 -5.94 

Notes: [1] UAH trade-weighted index. 

Source: Bloomberg, ICU. 
 

 

Breakdown of govt bond holders (UAHm)  
(10 August 2020) 

  Last Weekly  
chg (%) 

YoY 
chg (%) 

NBU 324,577 +0.00 +373.38 

Banks 417,323 -1.95 +1,077.47 

Residents 27,127 -0.79 +621.00 

Individuals 7,347 +1.36 +68,055.10 

Foreigners
1
 90,292 -1.75 +1,793.12 

Total 866,666 -1.14 +670.02 

Notes: [1] non-residents 

Source: NBU, ICU. 
 

 

Banks’ reserves market 
(10 August 2020) 

  Last Weekly  
chg (%) 

YoY 
chg (%) 

NBU rate (%)
1
 6.00 +0bp -1,100bp 

ON rate (%) 5.18 -2bp -1,077bp 

ON $ swap (%) N/A ... ... 

Reserves (UAHm)
2
 46,783 +11.83 +11.86 

CDs (UAHm)
3
 109,121 +1.28 +89.52 

Notes: [1] NBU’s key policy rate; [2] stock of banks’ reserves 
held at NBU; [3] stock of NBU’s certificates of deposit. 

Source: NBU, Bloomberg, ICU. 

 

 

Gov’t bond quotes1 (11 August 2020) 

Maturity Bid Ask 

6m 11.00 9.50 

12m 11.50 10.25 

2y 12.00 10.50 

3y 12.25 10.75 

12m ($) 5.00 3.00 

2y ($) 6.00 3.50 

Notes: [1] Actual quotes you can see at www.icu.ua.  

Source: ICU. 
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Domestic liquidity and bonds 
market 
Gradual refinancing of domestic debt repayments 

For the second consecutive week, the Ministry of Finance did a partial refinancing of domestic 

debt repayments. This week, the Ministry will try to raise proceeds in hard currency, 

compensating debt repayments scheduled for this Thursday. 

During the previous two weeks, the Ministry repaid UAH31.6bn (US$1.1bn) in local currency 

and US$10m in US dollars, while receiving proceeds from the primary bond market of 

UAH17.3bn (US$0.6bn) in local and US$130.5m in hard currencies. This resulted in 55% 

refinancing of local-currency debt repayments. FX-denominated proceeds replenished FX 

account for this and the next weeks, when large repayments in hard currency will be due.  

Interest rates at the primary auction remained steady due to the small number of bidders, 

despite with large bids from Ukrainian banks. More details in auction review. 

ICU view: The peak in local-currency repayments was last week. This week, the 

government has to pay US$333m, and will attempt to partially refinance this 

repayment. We anticipate large demand but due to the long procedure of transferring 

payments in US dollars, not all investors will be able to submit new bids in today's 

auction and buy new bills in hard currency. Therefore, the refinancing of repayments 

will again be gradual in the next few weeks. 

Taras Kotovych, Kyiv, (044) 377-7040 ext.724 

   

Chart 1. Local-currency bonds 

Three-year history of domestic government bond placements at primary market: 

proceeds (in billions) and yields-to-maturity (%) 

 Fair value of domestic government bonds as calculated by NBU versus 

placements via primary market auctions  

 

 

 

Source: Ministry of Finance of Ukraine, ICU.  Source: National Bank of Ukraine, Ministry of Finance of Ukraine, ICU. 
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Chart 2. FX-denominated bonds 

Three-year history of domestic government bond placements at primary market: 

proceeds (in billions) and yields-to-maturity (%) 

 Fair value of domestic government bonds as calculated by NBU versus 

placements via primary market auctions  

 

 

 

Source: Ministry of Finance of Ukraine, ICU.  Source: National Bank of Ukraine, Ministry of Finance of Ukraine, ICU. 

 

Budget supports liquidity 

Last week, budget expenditures were the main source for inflows to banking-sector liquidity, 

while outflows were mostly in cash. This week, cash flows will be different, causing liquidity 

to decline to about UAH150bn (US$5.4bn). 

Partial refinancing of domestic debt repayments supported inflows in liquidity: positive 

balance of budget operations was UAH11.1bn (US$0.4bn) last Wednesday and UAH7.2bn 

(US$0.3bn) last week. At the same time, banks became more active in reserves exchange in 

cash, and exchanged UAH5.6bn (US$0.2bn). 

NBU's impact on liquidity was low with just UAH1.1bn (US$40m) of inflows during last week’s 

trough in hard currency purchases. 

ICU view: Since large debt repayments are not scheduled for this week, the expected 

large amount of new borrowings will make the Treasury’s impact negative for liquidity. 

The trend of converting reserves to cash and low participation of the NBU in the FX 

market likely will continue, so liquidity may slide a mere to about UAH150bn this week. 

Taras Kotovych, Kyiv, (044) 377-7040 ext.724 

 

Chart 3. Banks reserves usages over last week(UAHm) 
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Chart 4. Banks reserves usages over last 90-day period (UAHm) 

 

Notes: [1] data from the NBU's daily reporting https://bank.gov.ua/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=38643651&cat_id=40807142 ; 
* operations repo, purchase and sale of government bonds, FX market interventions, stabilisation loans, FX swap agreements; ** DIF – deposit insurance fund;  
*** interest payments on NBU's loans and on NBU's certificates of deposit, other operations. Source: NBU, ICU. 

 

Foreign exchange market 
Hryvnia exchange rate stabilizes 

The FX market saw minimal fluctuations with slight hryvnia appreciation of 0.44%. This week, 

we expect fluctuation within the range of UAH27.5–28.0/US$. 

The FX market continues to stabilize, with slight hryvnia appreciation of 0.44% to 

UAH27.6/US$. The market was mostly self-balanced, and NBU only twice participated in 

trading, purchasing US$40m to replenish FX reserves. These purchases did not have an 

impact on the market; if anything, they slightly restrained hryvnia appreciation. 

ICU view: This week, we expect markets to be stable, which may have a favourable 

impact on the hryvnia exchange rate. We expect it will fluctuate within the range of 

UAH27.5–28.0/US$ with possible slight appreciation. NBU will continue to participate 

in the FX market to replenish FX reserves with minimum impact on the exchange rate, 

and allow the market to self-balance. 

Taras Kotovych, Kyiv, (044) 377-7040 ext.724 

 

Chart 5. FX market indicators, 3-year history 

Ukraine hryvnia UAH exchange rate per US dollar at the interbank market and NBU interventions (weekly data) 

 

Source: NBU, Bloomberg, ICU. 
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